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Despite MyselF
Slide to the bottom.

Gay bars in the early 1980s were our centers of “social 
media” long before the invention of the Internet. Gay publications 
were the conveyors of political opinion and catalysts of change. 
A good portion of social, political and personal interaction and 
communication of the LGBTQ community happened on a bar stool 
and the Russian River was no exception. A warm summer day on 
the Russian River, 1982, my  first awareness and  exposure   to   AIDS   
began   at   the   Russian   River. The Rainbow   Cattle  Co.,   a   popular  

downtown  watering   
hole, Guernev i l le’s  
information hub and  
Gay   bar.   Opened 
every day   at   6   AM,   
affectionately   known   
a s    t he     R a inbow,    
supported   by   locals   
d u r i n g    t h e    o f f -
season,   the   summer   
months   the   bar   is   
always   crowded   with   
seasonal   tourists   from   
around   the   world,   
the major it y   f rom   
San   Francisco,   some   

referred   to   the   River   
as  ”Castro   North. ”  The   Rainbow’s  atmosphere; rough   wood   walls,   
local   event   posters,   neon   beer   signs,   2 big   pool   tables,   a    large  round  
stained   glass window   with   the   Rainbow   logo,   lighted   from   behind   

Rainbow Cattle Co. 1982. “High Again.”
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and   swinging   saloon   doors,   giving   a squeaky welcome   to   anyone   
walking   in   off   the   street.   Depending   on   the   bartender’s   mood,   
disco  (lots of Sylvester and Donna Summers)  or   maybe country   
western   music,   filled   the   smoky   air   with   an   accompaniment   of   
cash   register   ca-chings,   thuds   of dice   cups   slammed   on   the   bar,   the   
sharp   crack   of   a   cue   ball   striking   racked-up   balls   on   the   pool   table 
while   drunken   laughter   filled   the   ambient background.   Seated   
around   the   bar,   an early   group   of   day   time   regulars started   the   day   
usually   with   a   favorite   adult   cocktail   beverages   of   their   choice   or   
maybe   even   a   brandy and   coffee   at   6   a.m.,   by   noon   were   well   oiled ,  
and had gone   home,   making   room   for   the   afternoon   shift   of Happy   
Hour   customers,   always   sitting   in   the   same   bar   stools   day   after   day.   

That’s   where   I   come   in, a  weekday  late  afternoon   just off   work   
and   heading   for   the   Rainbow   for   my   daily   consumption   of   several   
River   Bottoms,   (Tequila orange   juice   and   a   squeeze   of   lime),   it   
was   our   fun   made-up   cocktail,   the   next   morning   you   felt   like you   
were   on   the   bottom   of   the   river   after   drinking   several   of   them.   
Looking around the bar, all   the   local   regulars   perched on   their   
usual barstools   anticipating   delivery   of   the   Bay   Area   Reporter  
(BAR),   fresh   off   the   press   and   delivered   from   the City. The Bay 
Area Reporter was the only publication we depended upon for 
communication and news from San Francisco, the Rainbow was 
information central.

The   squeaky   saloon   door   opened,   many   of   the   regulars   turned   
their   heads   towards   the   door,   when an unfamiliar man dropped a 
couple of bundled newspapers on the f loor, then abruptly left.   
Who   would   be   first to   jump   up   off   their   barstool   open   the   bundle   
of   newspapers   and   read   the   article   about   the   small   purple lesions   
found   on   the   soles   of   Gay   men’s   feet.   Those   early   purple   lesions   were   
beginning   of    Kaposi sarcoma ,   an   early   indicator   of   the   mysterious   
opportunistic   diseases   targeting   Gay   men. 

At   this   point   in the   AIDS   story,   not   much   was   known   or   given   
to   the   public   as   official   information,   nor   had   we   any concept   of   safe   

sex    practices.   After   reading   the   article   and   checking   the   soles   of   my   
feet,   I   felt relieved,   but   the   mainstream   media   was   just   flooded   with   
sensationalized   coverage   about   this   unknown disease   targeting   Gay   
men   from   coast   to   coast   including   the   Russian   River   community.   
Not   only   would the   disease   have   devastating   effects   on   their   lives   
but   raised   even   higher   the   specter   of   bigotry, stigmatization   and   
hatred   against   Gay   men. 

The   B.A.R.   Article   forced   me   to   have   a   serious   notion   about   
the   horrible   possibilities   of   this encroaching   disease   some   were   
calling   Gay   Cancer,   I   thought   to   myself,   “am   I   going   to   die?”   
Was my debauched lifestyle really sustainable, but   life goes   on   and   
besides,   I   had   a   date   with   Sidney,   driving   up   from   The   City   for   the   
weekend.  By   the   time Sydney   walked   into   the   bar,   it   had   filled   up   
with   the   happy   hour   crowd, the   bar   was   really   starting to jump.

I   stayed   with   Sidney   during   frequent   business and social trips   
to   the   City.  Sydney   owned   an   old   pre-1906   earthquake   Victorian   in   
the   Western   Addition   of   San   Francisco, on   Ivy   Street;   magnificently 
restored building   registered   as   a   historical   landmark.   I   met   Sydney   
at   the   Ambush   Bar   on Harrison   near   10th during   one   of my   
overnight   stays   in   the   City.   We   clicked   immediately,   I   don’t   know 
which   of   us   was   more   fascinated,   me,   with   his   big   tea-strainer   
mustache,   or   him,   with   my   full   beard and   green   eyes. Sidney  was 
a gregarious flirt everyone loved, our relationship evolved into  a   
convenient   San   Francisco   boyfriend,   fuck   buddy,   sister,   anything,   
but   not   a   lover. 

 Sidney   loved   “cluster   fucks,”   his   big   fetish   was watching   
others   play   while   inhaling   poppers   into   oblivion   until   his   lips   
turned   cyanic blue.   Our favorite bar was the Ambush, Friday 
night especially; we would mingle through the crowd recruiting a 
hot handsome number for a three way. He   loved   to party   and   spent   
most   of   his   free   time   in   the   bars   in   The   City   with weekend sojourns   
to   The   River, during our brief relationship.

Sidney worked in the corporate world,  a successful middle 
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class   urban   homosexual,   a   southern boy gentlemanly   educated   
with   aristocratic   roots,   accented   by a Mississippian   drawl   and   
irresistible   superficial charm.   His   Victorian  home  was   beautifully 
furnished; early American antiques,   crystal   ob-jets d’art,   interlaced   
with   a   collection   of   investment   quality   Asian   cloisonné   vases and 
strategically placed copies of Architectural Digest.

We loved the Ambush, 
a popular SOMA watering 
hole at 10th and Harrison 
S t r e e t s ,  w e l c o m i n g 
everyone; heavy leather, 
western and boots, holdover 
hippies and famous gay 
art ists l ike Jim Lef f and 
Chuck Arnette exhibited 
their work on the black 
walls. The bathroom urinals 
were always full of ice cubes 
because of an overactive ice 
machine, the bartenders put 
the excess ice in the urinals, 
and it was always fun pissing 
into the ice cubes.

The   Ambush   bar   had   an   annual   camp   out   on a wooded 
property   they   owned   north   of   San   Francisco,   170   miles   in   
Mendocino   County   near   Laytonville   on   highway   101 just off Spy 
Rock Road.   Sidney   invited   me   to join   him   and   off   to   Laytonville   I   
went   with   my  sleeping   bag,   a couple of bindles of cocaine and some 
poppers, with   reckless   abandon.

Having arrived late, I finally found a flat area to layout my 
sleeping bag. I hiked up to the top of the campsite and there was 
Sydney, socializing and flirting with all the good-looking men. 
The party had an endless flow of alcohol, lots of “meth” in needles 

was being passed around camp, along with coke, in powder form 
and “shrooms,” (magic mushrooms). Many were sharing needles, 
which disturbed me, I recoiled when I was offered a syringe, but I 
snorted copious amounts of coke without hesitation. I was a total 
Bacchanalian drug fest; it doesn’t get any more decadent than this.

The layout of the camp reminded me of a mini film set, from 
Song of the Loon; (a late 60s Gay porn version of Last of the 
Mohicans), gay men living, loving frolicking along a pristine creek 
in the dense Mendocino forest, tents sleeping bags lines the edge 
along the stream. Male bodies some in various shapes and states 
of undress were everywhere; a visual collage of leather, jock straps, 
bare chests, a dash of gender fuck drag and nudity. 

As night fell, a few campf ires lit up camp with dancing 
shadows performed in the trees overhead, by now I was well oiled 
on red wine and “shrooms” along with the coke, I slithered from 
one tent and campsite to another, looking for fast quick anonymous 
sex in the dark, finally passing out in my sleeping bag in the wee 
hours of the morning.

The early morning sunlight cast an imposing light high in the 
trees overhead while waking up to the smell smoldering campfire 
smoke and the chill of moist forest air in my nostrils.  The reality 
of a spent weekend, fierce hangover and dreading the long drive 
back to Guerneville.                                              

                                           q
Considering my lifestyle, burning the candle at both ends, 

I managed to maintain my career at the winery, my job in the 
marketing department required producing a Holiday Mail-order 
catalog. I worked with talented copywriter in the same office; we’ll 
just call her DLP, she was aggressive and demanding, but somehow 
we got along and it wasn’t long before we figured out coke helped us 
work in the creative tasks of writing copy, catalog design and the art 
direction of product photography. In my desk drawer was a yellow 
Kodak film box, inside a mirror, razor blade with drawn lines of 

Courtesy of Jim Leff © painting the Ambush, 
with permission.
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coke, it was our fuel for work and served us well with all the different 
phases producing big holiday catalog. The project was a laborious 
3 months of hard work. We were responsible for the overall design, 
working with a photographer and the ultimate printing.

My coke use was escalating, but somehow I as maintaining. 
DLP knew I was getting my coke from a friend on the River, she 
offered to supply me and I accepted, while she was wondering 
where my River connection was getting his supply. DLP demanded 
I give him few samples.

I knew Ray Richardson in San Francisco a friend of Wakefield 
Poole and appeared in one of Wakefield’s porn films. As a child, 
Ray acted in Hollywood, worked in “Ma & Pa Kettle,” films. Ray 
supplied a large portion of the cocaine to the River during the 
summer week-ends when droves of gay men came up from San 
Francisco to party at the Rusty Nail, Woods, Molly Brown’s, Fife’s 
and the Rainbow.

Ray was really impressed by the quality of DLP’s samples. 
Testing the quality the glistening iridescent f lakes as he took a 
generous sample up his nose and rubbed along his gums. Ray he was 
ready to work out a deal with DLP. She was adamant, she couldn’t 
get involved directly with Ray, it was too risky and we had to swear 
not reveal the source of her supply. The obvious solution, I became 
the reluctant “go between.” I justified my involvement since I was 
getting a couple of bindles of coke as payment for my efforts. The 
deal was done, DLP told me to bring $7,000 the next morning. 

Ray had the cash all ready when I stopped by the next 
morning, I was nervous, so much was at stake; the paranoia ran 
wild in my head. I arrived in the office and handed over the cash 
to DLP, she counted the money and handed me the coke, we went 
to work like nothing had ever happened, later that afternoon, 
dropping the stuff at Ray’s house. He scrapped off 2 grams as my 
pay for being the courier. The blatant use of coke was all around 
the River, Ray had a good portion of the Gay market, always in 

the bars and discos in Guerneville selling bindles of cocaine for 
$55. The 2 bindles he gave me, which might last 2 days, I was 
severely addicted, but denial prevailed. Bars we floated between: 
Rainbow, Molly Brown’s and Sundays at the The Hexagon House, 
at the Woods.

I was beginning to feel like I was between a rock and I hard 
place with sex, drugs, alcohol and questionable companions. 
I didn’t see Sydney much after that weekend, in Mendocino 
County, I don’t know, he either grew tired of me, or me of him, 
probably the former. In any event, Eddie Cathcart was getting 
my attention now. Compared to Sydney, he was the other end of 
the character spectrum; you wouldn’t take him home to mother, 
but definitely take to bed. He was an aggressive crazy redhead, 
maybe 24 or 25, sweet southern drawl. Eddie was visiting from 
the City, he popped up at the Rainbow during the summer, once 
he found out I had cocaine, he got really friendly. We shot pool, 
drank too much then went out to my car in the back parking lot 
and powdered our noses again. I really liked Eddie, but only in 
small doses. Occasionally, he was a real drama queen; he’d get 
mean when he was drunk or strung out on whatever drug he was 
polluting his body with at the moment.

I spend my 40th birthday, December 1983 with the crazy redhead 
in San Francisco, we drove down from the River, Eddie wanted to 
stay at the Slot, I purposefully avoided the place since I really wasn’t 
into fisting or heavy S&M. He eventually convinced me, we checked 
in and got 2 separate rooms. My first impression inside wasn’t what 
I had imagined; it was seedy, dark and mysterious, but clean, while 
the scent of stale Crisco permeated the air. It was nothing more than 
another “Gay bathhouse” without a steam room. I have to admit, 
I had a great time, but had to fight off those hungry bottoms, that 
wanted to sit on my hand, but fortunately my nails were too long. 
During the course of the afternoon, I lost track of Eddie, I searched 
out the orgy rooms, he wasn’t anywhere to be found. 
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life, I was on a slippery slope of cocaine and alcohol was finding 
myself far in debt because of my rapacious habit, borrowing 
money, hawking my photographic equipment and finally found 
myself living in a tent in Guerneville in friend’s back yard with all 
my belonging stored his garage. Spiraling deeper and deeper, I 
was laid off from my job at the winery and with my last paycheck; 
I packed up my car I moved back to San Francisco.

Always reminding myself, life is like a journey on a train and 
I have habitually been getting off at the wrong depots in search 
of enabling people, places and things. The next couple of years 
were very curvy, twisty with switchbacks to complacency and 
codependency, from 1983 to 1986 I moved 5 times.  It’s hard to 
describe the feeling of complete demoralized spiritual bankruptcy; 
the evil white powder cocaine, forced me to my knees.  

I’ve always had a f ire and ice relat ionship with San 
Francisco as a native with my City by the bay. Once again I’m 
welcomed with open arms to the City I know best. Packing up 
my green VW Bug and leaving Sonoma County was like clicking 
my heels and the next thing I knew San Francisco welcomed me 
home with open arms, a swift kick in the ass and 3 years DUI 
probation commitment.

Fresh in the City, I found myself living at the Wagons Hotel 
on Folsom and 5th Streets not the best of address; I was only 1 
month’s rent away from the living on the streets. The Wagons, was 
an old residence hotel, with single rooms and a sink, affectionately 
referred to as a “piss in the sink hotel” or “shooting gallery” for 
heroin and meth junkies. The building suffering from decades of 
disrepair and neglect long before the South of Market gentrification 
happened years later. The residents were an array of the financially 
challenged; retired seniors on Social Security, hustlers, hookers, 
junkies and transgender people “straight society” had relegated to 
the lower strata of poverty through indifference and transphobia.  
The Wagons wasn’t really considered a Gay hotel, but in 1984 

South of the Slot, got its name from the old San Francisco 
term, meaning south of Market Street, affectionately known by 
old San Francisco culture as the Slot, this preceded SOMA, the 
contemporary term referring to the area, South of Market.

I left the Slot and went down Folsom Street to the Watering 
Hole and there he was already half smashed and the life of the 
party in the bar. In those days the original Water Hole was on the 
corner of 6th and Folsom Streets, and they had a basement where 
a little hanky-panky went on occasionally, when the bartender 
thought it was safe. The original Watering Hole closed through 
urban development around 1984. After the 1981 Folsom fire, which 
wiped out the old Barracks Baths and Red Star Saloon building at 
Folsom and Hallam Alley the new building became the new home 
of the Watering Hole in 1985.  

 After several hours at the Watering Hole, I was running out 
of money, during the 80s ATMs were few and far between and the 
nearest one was at Powell and Market, at the B of A. We made the 
foolish mistake of trying to drive there; we weren’t in my car more 
than 5 minutes and “fuck” blasting yellow, red and blue lights 
greeted us from behind.

“Eddie I think we are being chased by a Christmas Tree,” 
I slurred.

I pulled over and got out of the car and it was pretty obvious 
I was not fit to drive. They handcuffed us, took us to the drunk-
tank at the Hall of Justice, 7th and Bryant Streets. They let Eddie 
go the next morning, but charged me with a DUI based on a high 
Breathalyzer test that was off the chart and fortunately we had 
shorted all the cocaine or it would have been a double whammy. I 
spent 3 days in the Gay part of the jail and had to fight off aggressive 
drag queens trying to bully me into a blow job. The judge was 
lenient, $750 fine, 3 years supervised probation and mandatory 
drug and alcohol counseling. 

That weekend back in Guerneville was a tuning point in my 
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on my lap with an adoring gaze, while belting out, “God Save Us 
Nelly Queens.” 

My only ticket out of the Wagons Hotel was getting a job, I as 
down to a few hundred dollars in my checking account. I was forced 
to use the public pay phone in the hall to apply for jobs and I listened 
for it ring, hoping to get to it before anyone else answered did, it was a 
precarious situation, hoping many jobs I had applied for would come 
through. 

A long tedious month went by. Then, bingo I got a long awaited 
phone call from a small graphic design company on 17th and Mississippi 
Streets in the lower Potrero. They were looking for a graphic production 
artist and typesetter for this small design studio.  I was surprised I got 
the job. It was a stepping stone job until I could find something more 
glamorous, coming from a marketing art director’s position in the 
prestigious wine industry, to a job shop was humbling, but I was grateful. 

                     q

Folsom Street was still very active and with Gay bars, bath houses 
and sex clubs. My old friend Andy Anderson aka the Polish Love 
Goddess had also left the Russian River, taking up residence at 
the Wagons, as a convenient place near the Folsom bars for easy 
servicing his clientele at the Watering Hole, Ramrod and other 
bars on Folsom with a menu of recreational pharmaceuticals. Just 
down the street was South of the Slot, how convenient. Animals, 
The Cauldron and The Hot House were popular anonymous sex 
hangouts where drug use was still openly rampant, AIDS on the 
rise and I don’t think I was fully aware of the seriousness of the 
devastation of this on oncoming health crisis.

Eddie Cathcart came by the hotel when he needed money of a 
place to crash. He drifted back and forth between the River and the 
City, had a new lover somewhere around the Folsom, who’d kicked 
him out. Strung out on speed, he’d exhibit his nasty side on occasion 
and I’d just avoid him and which would just exacerbate his anger. 

Gene Bettis managed The Wagons bar and restaurant on the 
ground floor, Gene a member of The Royal Court of San Francisco, 
Emperor X. Along with José Sarria, Absolute Empress I de San 
Francisco. José always dressed in back lace with and a Spanish mantilla 
came into the restaurant, with a small entourage of friends for lunch 
or maybe brunch and spent time with Gene planning Imperial Court 
functions and fund-raisers for the growing AIDS crisis. 

I always acknowledged José, and got an affirming nod, maybe he 
remembered me from the 20 years earlier; it’s hard to say. I had many 
great recollections of José from the 60s: José performed his wonderful 
operas at many of the popular Gay bars of the period: Originally at the 
Black Cat, which closed n 1964, On The Levee, on the Embarcadero, 
The Baj on Bay Street and Lenny Molet’s 524 Bryant, other venues 
José performed, all of which are now closed and their memories exist 
only in the archives of the LGBT Historical Society. One Sunday 
with friends at On The Levee, José had a planned performance and 
during the top of one his arias, he picked me out of the audience, sat 

Empress I de San Francisco. José Sarria. 1989 Gay Freedom Day Parade
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Escaping the Wagons Hotel wasn’t easy, with a steady paycheck 
and funds at hand, I found a roommate situation in an apartment 
building on Noe Street, between 15th the Beaver Streets near the 
Café Flore, I was spending more time in the Castro, I ran into 
Christian Herron my longtime friend from the River who owner 
of the Russian River Chocolate Co. Christian claimed he modeled as 
one of the Marlboro Men in ads. Christian reminded me we are in 
the middle of a looming health crisis; none of us realized just how 
insidious AIDS would become. Christian headed up the early HIV 
organizations and got people involved with fundraising.

18th Street Services, which evolved from Operation Concern, 

the Castro CouNtry CluB
A double-edged sword of  denial and recovery.

Operation Concern at Gay Freedom Day Parade, San Francisco 1980

to Be CoNtiNueD


